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Entry-level solution for motor management via
Profinet
 Motor management system with new Simocode pro V PN GP basic unit,
operator control block, and current measuring and multifunction module
 Simple integration of motor management solutions in Profinet networks
 Suitable for direct-on-line, reversing, and star-delta (wye-delta) starters and
for controlling soft starters
 Monitors, protects and controls constant-speed motors with predictive
maintenance functions.

Siemens has extended the Simocode pro motor management system to include a
new basic unit for standard motor applications. Simocode pro V PN GP has a Profinet
connection, which facilitates easy entry into Profinet communication. The basic unit is
supplemented by a current measuring module. It can be optionally extended by an
operator control block and a multifunction module – with additional inputs/outputs,
and temperature and ground fault detection. The new compact system for easy,
economical motor management is suitable for direct-on-line, reversing, and star-delta
(wye-delta) starters as well as for controlling a soft starter.

The Simocode pro motor management system monitors, protects and controls
constant-speed motors, and is equipped with predictive maintenance functions. In
this way, Simocode pro reveals potential problems on a motor before they can occur.
This enables plant stoppages to be avoided and efficiency to be increased. Simocode
pro also delivers detailed operating, service and diagnostic data from the entire
process. Engineering of the motor management system is easy via the TIA Portal, as
is integration into process control systems.
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Siemens has extended the Simocode pro motor management system to include a
new basic unit for standard motor applications. Simocode pro V PN GP has a Profinet
connection, which facilitates easy entry into Profinet communication.

You will find this press release and a press photo at
www.siemens.com/press/PR2018100021DFEN

For further information, go to www.siemens.com/simocode

Further information about Siemens at the SPS IPC Drives 2018 is available at
www.siemens.com/sps-ipc-drives and www.siemens.com/press/sps2018
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Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on
the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient,
resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission
solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry.
With its publicly listed subsidiary Siemens Healthineers AG, the company is also a leading provider of medical
imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in
laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017, which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens generated
revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At the end of September 2017, the company had around
377,000 employees worldwide. Furth Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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